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Parent – Heal Thyself
Prof Jansen’s talk on Tuesday evening was a talk that nakedly reminded us that equity and excellence at schools is highly achievable but starts with ourselves. We need to know what questions to
ask ourselves collectively so that the answers and solutions are
immanent and can manifest. Unless we as parents have explored
our own inner territory and are familiar with all the landscapes of
hope, fear, anxiety, trust, frustration, and anger, we cannot be
true guides to our children. Self-awareness is the foundation because it puts us in touch with our own truth. It is from the ground
of truth, that we build our relationships with genuineness, authenticity, honesty, integrity and compassion. Transformation in attitudes arises in the first place through insight from a deep and
vigorously conducted enquiry into our inner motivation. It comes
from an understanding of and a commitment to questions such as:
Where do my attitudes come from? Do I know the real reason for
my actions and decisions? Am I in touch with my thoughts?
The powerful and transparent opening statement from Prof Jansen that we collectively do not want to change is accurate and I
feel that this is the starting point for where the topic of transformation needs to take place. The topic of change is core and the
fundamental reason individuals seek out therapy in the first place.
For over a decade, it is my direct experience as a Clinical Psychologist that human beings intrinsically fear change. We all have years
of programming and conditioning that cannot just be undone and
dismissed in a flash but rather require an in-depth evaluation of
oneself, an investment into understanding and knowing oneself.
A systematic approach to navigate our awareness inwardly and to
understand how each and every mindset of every parent and
teacher operates is needed. Let’s accept that we are all not only
products of the past but also victims of the past. We cannot adopt
a blaming and separatist attitude where there is scrutiny and
harsh judgement, but rather we should work collectively in the
spirit of non-judgement, pure acceptance, understanding and
unconditional love. These constructs are important to navigate
through to ultimately experience true compassion.
The one-on-one sessions I have with many individuals seeking a
higher sense of awareness and meaning, addresses only the tip of
the iceberg of what really lies below each one of us. It is what lies
below the surface that needs to be addressed, the vulnerable
space that many of us do not want to unpack as it will evoke emotion and great discomfort, so as humans we prefer to stay stuck in
our thoughts, our beliefs, our perceptions and constricted awareness. We prefer to intellectualise pivotal constructs in a way that
distracts us from and avoid matters of the heart, where emotion
and feeling lies, hence not reaching the core values of compassion, empathy and kindness.
Prof Jansen’s talk evoked emotion in many who attended. We all
have a thousand stories and no one individual has more or fewer
stories than others. But stories, carefully chosen and shaped by
both the teller and the listener, can open gateways into our interior landscape.

People need a space to share their personal stories just like the
one parent who shared his story at the talk about his unique personal struggles and sacrifices to have his child attend WPPS. It’s
only through intense experiences of the heart that transformation
can take place. People need to become intimate with themselves.
Teachers themselves are first and foremost human beings before
they are teachers and they too have personal stories that are
emotionally loaded, and come programmed and conditioned with
a set of beliefs that can be restricting them from the freedom of
being and expressing their authentic selves.
It is critical to have fierce, honest and open conversations regularly and systematically in an atmosphere of lightness, humour, understanding, unity and harmony. There needs to be a space where
individuals are not afraid to speak their truth, stand in their power
and speak about their unique personal limitations and vulnerabilities. Let’s talk about our conditioning and programming of the
past. Let’s exalt the position and status of parents and teachers
which includes their pivotal and vital role and responsibility in
educating our children.
Mr Weaver’s beautiful quote by Dalai Lama about compassion as a
core and fundamental value that urgently needs to manifest within parents can only be done by the systematic inward understanding and dismantling of the rigid and conditioned mind. As much as
we are inundated with knowledge of child development and children’s milestones, perhaps one needs to rather focus on teacher
and parent development and excellence as part of the transformation process. Fierce conversations are hard to have but it is the
only means of dialogue that will facilitate growth and expansion
with our teachers and parents.
ASHA DULLABH (Parent)
Clinical Psychologist

Thank You
Dear Learners and Staff of Western Province Preparatory School
Thank you so much for your delightful donation of Easter Eggs.
Your gift is much appreciated and was such a treat for our
patients. Thank you for thinking of our children, helping to make
their Easter special and bringing smiles to their little faces.
Each child deserves to be happy after the traumatic experience of
hospitalisation. We, therefore, rely on the support of the
community to fulfil this wish.
Your donation is extremely important to us and most especially to
our children at the Red Cross War Memorial Children’s Hospital.
We need and value your continuing support. Thank you once
again.
Yours sincerely
FOCHA Management
Tel/Fax: 021 658 5243
Email: director@focha.co.za
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Music Concert with Grey

There will be ELV’s (experimental law variations) taking place
against Bishops and Sweet Valley at Bishops, also on Saturday; all
the details are on the fixtures page. Please also communicate to
your son about the new rucking law for the weekend.
This Friday will also commence our first Park Rugby session for
Grades 1 and 2, along with voluntary touch rugby for U9s to U13s.
The Centenary Pavilion will be open for refreshments.
We all looking forward to a great weekend of Rugby.
HOCKEY
After a tough and exciting start to the season for our seniors last
week, it was time for the junior boys to step us this week in their
opening fixtures against Rondebosch. They have been practising
hard during their early Tuesday morning sessions at Herschel,
during which their enthusiasm for the game has shown. This
same enthusiasm was on display against Rondebosch, and we
commend all boys on the effort they have put in to date.

Thought for the Week
“We are not given a good life or a bad life. It’s up to us to make it
good or bad.”
Anonymous

RUGBY
After returning from the Easter break, the Wetpups boys are back
on the rugby field, taking part in a 10s festival hosted by Bishops
on Saturday. This is another great opportunity for the boys to
play and learn a different component of the game.

We continue to build on our programme to up-skill our young
goalkeepers - vital cogs in the teams for which they play. Regular,
specialist training sessions are now happening each Friday, with
small groups of boys getting focused attention. We have also
secured the services of Brian Myburgh (ex SA Men’s Keeper) for a
number of these sessions and, by the end of this week, all our
goalkeepers would have been through a session under his expert
and watchful eye. They have already learnt a great deal, and we
look forward to seeing them grow even more as the season
unfolds.
This newsletter also provides us with the opportunity to wish the
U13A squad well, as they will be embarking on their annual tour
from 1 to 5 May. This is obviously a highlight of the season for
these boys. While away they will play against Bridge House School
in Franschhoek, before travelling to Knysna where they will play a
further five games during the Oakhill School Hockey Festival.
Good luck and safe travels, boys. We are sure that you will fly the
WPPS flag high.
CROSS COUNTRY
There is no run on Friday, 26 April, as it has been cancelled.
On Friday, 3 May, WPPS is hosting the league race with RBPS. This
will take place at Keurboom Park. All boys who would like to run
must add their names to the list next to the Chapel by
Wednesday, 1 May. If your son’s name is not on the list, he will
not be able to run. Boys need to be dressed properly: short white
socks, tackies, blue shorts and the cross country vest (which is
also used for Athletics). The race will start at 14:55 so boys should
be there 14:40 as they need to warm up. We expect a good
turnout from schools as this is the first race this term.
SQUASH
We wish our C team the best of luck against SACS this Friday.
Based on our results against Rondebosch two weeks ago, we trust
they will continue to hold the flag high for WPPS squash.
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Music Staff Recent Adventures
Many of the music staff are involved in musical activities outside
of school. Here is a snippet of what staff have been doing in the
holidays and the first few weeks of the term. We are very proud of
everything that they have achieved.
Grant Bräsler did a solo organ recital including some major organ
works by Bach in St George’s Cathedral (where he is the music
director). He also put on a concert with the Audivi Choir and
Baroque Ensemble which Nicole D’Oliveira also played. All
musicians played on baroque instruments, instruments dating back
to the 1700s - either originals or copies. Grant also played the solo
organ part in the Saint Saëns Symphony No 3 with the Cape
Philharmonic Orchestra concert in the City Hall.
Nicole D’Oliveira travelled to Windhoek, Namibia, in the holidays
where she took part in a concerto festival. They played works by
Bach, Handel, Purcell and Vivaldi. Nicole was leader of the second
violin section and was also invited as guest soloist to play one of
the two solo parts of the famous Bach double violin concerto. She
also took part in a performance on the baroque violin in the Holy
Week at Bishops.
Wesley Hlava did his regular performances at Petiscos Restaurant
in Tableview on Sundays from 12:30.
Andrea Hobson played the tuba part in Berlioz Symphonie
Fantastique for the Cape Philharmonic Orchestra’s symphony
concert. Andrea also played the euphonium for the Suidoosterfees
West Coast Youth Orchestra collaboration.
Michael Low travelled to Singapore and Taipei in the holidays and
gave masterclasses and lessons at The Aletheia University in Taipei
and at the Kawai Music School in Singapore. He also met up with
WPPS old boy, Michael Yang, in Taipei.
Theresa Mills played with four choirs in the Annual Cape Malay
Choir Board Choral Competition in the City Hall and two of which
made it to the top eight.
Philip Pringle performed with the Trilogy Jazz Trio at a function at
the Vineyard Hotel.
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Grade 1 STEAM
Project
The boys completed their STEAM project on crystals with a
wonderful talk by Craig Denbury (Jack’s dad) on diamonds and
other precious stones. The boys were absolutely enthralled at
what he had to tell them. They even handled a diamond worth
R200 000!

Grade 2 History of
Money
The Grade 2s investigated the history of money and took a
closer look at different currencies from other countries. They
then designed and made their own money!
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Grade 1B STEAM
Project
The boys built rafts that can stay afloat when loaded with
coins.

Grade 3H STEM
Project
The boys enjoyed themselves building birds nests out of twigs
and leaves as part of their STEM projects.
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